Series 200

BY EXPI-DOOR®

Excellence in door solutions for the metal building industry.

EXPI-DOOR® Systems Inc.

MEMBER OF THE BAY FAMILY OF COMPANIES
STANDARD KEY FEATURES

The Series 200 is built with quality components, meeting light commercial standards at a value-oriented price. Compare the following:

Doors
18 gauge A40 galvanneal, polystyrene core, non-handed, inverted top and bottom channels for stability and protection, interlocking seam enhances structural rigidity and durability, square hinge and lock edge, hinge reinforcements with dimpled construction for easy conversion. Doors are Level A grade when tested in accordance with ANSI A250.4 test procedures, meet or exceed ANSI/SDI A250.6 and meet the requirements of ANSI A250.8.

Frames
16 gauge galvanized (A40), mitered with 5 3/4” frame depth.

Locks
Yale Grade 2 4600(LN) Series Cylindrical Lock, Field reversible handing for easy installation, ANSI/BHMA Grade 2 certified for long life and reliability. Three-year warranty.

Paint Finish
All doors and frames are baked-on beige-colored primer paint, meeting ANSI A250 Standards. Tested for salt spray, humidity, abrasion, and adhesion.

Hinges
Plain bearing hinges. Conform to ANSI/BHMA 156.1, 156.7

Packaging
Doors are packaged in corrugated and stacked on wood skid.

Other
3” saddle threshold. All components meet commercial standards and ADA requirements.

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

The Series 200 is covered by a one-year warranty, guaranteeing the product to be free of defects in materials and workmanship (certain hardware components have longer warranties).

OPTIONS

Auto Closer
Standard-duty grade 2 surface applied closer. Thru-bolted, backcheck, sweep and latch speed adjustment valves. Five-year warranty.

Sweep
Vinyl / metal screw-on sweep. All components meet commercial standards and ADA requirements.

Weatherseal
Bulb gasket weatherseal. All components meet commercial standards and ADA requirements.
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Other terminology:

LHR = A = RH = LHO (left hand out)

RHR = B = LH = RHO (right hand out)